HOW TO INSTALL BUBBLES AND ICEBERG MOSAIC

**Step 1:** Start installation by pointing all of the sheets directionally in the same direction. Keep tilting area to minimum; this will prevent adhesive settling prior to completion. (please see adhesive manufacturer recommendation)

**Step 2:** Squeeze the sheets together tightly to obtain a seamless joint.

**Step 3:** To obtain a straight and even edge, mark the required sheet edge prior installing the sheet and remove excessive protruding components.

**Step 4:** Continue to assemble more sheets until the adhesive area is covered.

**Step 5:** Collect small mosaic pieces and round components from a sacrificial sheet.

**Step 6:** Use the small mosaic pieces and round components from Step 5 to fill any excessive openings.

**Step 7:** Continue filling any visible gaps until the full area is completely covered.

* For best installation results we recommend using matching colour grout.